HPE Visual Remote Guidance (VRG)
Chat with optional text translation

Quick reference guide
Show/hide chat

- Tap the three dots at top right corner of room to show the menu

- Tap Chat to show/hide Chat

- Chat is displayed
Use chat

Type your chat message, then tap Return or Done on your keyboard.

Your own chat blocks will have green background.

Chat blocks from other attendees will have grey background.
Using text translation on VRG device
Organization must have *SpeechTrans* permission

- Tap the three dots at top right corner of room to show the menu
- Tap **Settings**

- Toggle **Translate Chat** on
- Return to room
Using text translation on VRG device
Chat messages are translated

Original
Entrez votre message ici

Translation
Subject Matter Expert
How long have you been working on this?

07/03/2018 12:56:51

Subject Matter Expert (fr)
"Tu travailles depuis combien de temps sur ce projet ?"

07/03/2018 12:56:51

Remote iPad
Deux heures

07/03/2018 12:57:22